Relief is transitory and
short-lived. So is any
relief work by charity
organizations. No ruler,
no
government,
no
charity organization has
achieved in establishing
social
justice
and
equality of human rights
through ‘relief works’.
“Give a man a fish and
you feed him for a day.
Teach a man to fish and
you feed him for a
lifetime”
This proverb about teaching
fishing is attributed to many
great people such as Lao-tzu,
Einstein, Karl Marx and so
on… Whoever said it forgot
to mention about the fishing
rod… In the modern world of
economic terrorism, tyranny
an d
disgusting
unequal
wealth distribution more
than 65% of world population
cannot afford to have the
fishing rod!
MICES believes that
TO
TEACH IS TO TOUCH LIVES
FOREVER if and if only the
tools for learning and putting
it to practice are made
available…

MICES Areekode has a
sustainable plan
for
rehabilitating the less
fortunate sect of our
society through charity
works. This had been
one
among
several
dreams MICES members
were cherishing for quite
some time. Training
women
for
self
employment was found
to be one of the best
options available. The
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Mrs. Shobha Gopi, Vice President, Areekode Panchayath with the trainers and some of the
trainees of the training center, on 19-12-2012

